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Abstract—Due to the “memory wall” in conventional Von-Neumann computer architectures, the limited bandwidth between processors and memories has become one of the most critical bottlenecks to improve system performance. With the emerging of non-volatile memories, the computing-in-memory (CIM) paradigm has regained interest to tackle the issue at the architecture level. CIM can effectively alleviate the stress on the limited bandwidth by performing logic operations within memories. However, CIMs are not yet studied carefully at the circuit level, and even its reliability and performance. In this paper, we proposed a CIM implementation: dual reference (DualRef) scheme at the circuit level within STT-MRAM (Spin Transfer Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory) array. Simulations were carried out to verify the functionality and assess the reliability and performance of DualRef scheme in terms of operation error rate, sensing margin, operation delay and dynamic energy consumption. Simulation results validate DualRef scheme and reveal that it is reliable to perform bitwise logic operations within STT-MRAM while the TMR (Tunnel Magnetoresistance Ratio) varying between 100% and 300% and supply voltage V_{DD} varying from 0.9V to 1.2V. This work provides a robust circuitry scheme and design space to effectively implement CIM in STT-MRAM.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of big data and Internet of Things (IoT) applications, a huge amount of data is generated and exchanged in the network consisting of billions of devices [1]. However, the processor frequency and the memory access efficiency are in state of imbalance in the conventional Von-Neumann computer architectures. Data needs to be transferred back and forth between processors and memories in the architectures. The limited bandwidth between processors and memories makes energy consumption, data transferring and processing highly inefficient, especially within data-intensive applications [2], [3]. About 200 times more energy is consumed to access DRAM one time compared with a floating-point computation [4]. It makes the limited bandwidth a critical bottleneck to improve the system performance, which is the well-known processor-memory gap or “memory wall” [5].

To bridge the processor-memory gap, many efforts have been spent on integrating processing unit and storage unit into one chip. These efforts can be classified into three types: 1) adding logic modules in memories, 2) embedding limited memory array into processing unit, and 3) moving some specified computations to memories. These methods aim to overcome the data transfer stress on the limited bandwidth between processors and memories when running data-intensive applications [6]. However, these efforts failed to tackle the issue due to some practical considerations. In CMOS based memories, it is complex and cost inefficient to integrate processing unit and storage unit together until 3D integration technology emerges [7]. Moreover, these technologies also suffer from the reliability issues [8], [9].

With the emerging of non-volatile memories, it becomes possible to address this issue [10], [11], for example, STT-MRAM (Spin Transfer Torque Magnetic RAM), RRAM (Resistive RAM), SOT-MRAM (Spin Orbit Torque Magnetic RAM) and other spintronic based devices, logics or memories, etc. [12], [13], [14]. STT-MRAM has been considered as one of the most promising candidates due to its distinctive advantages over other non-volatile memories, such as, non-volatility, good scalability, compatibility with CMOS, ultra fast accessing speed, etc. [15], [16], [17], [18]. The concept of computing-in-memory (CIM) is proposed several years ago, and regained interest recently, which is based on the idea of adding necessary peripheral circuit to memories [19]. CIM makes memories have some kind of computation capability and storage capability at the same time [20], [21]. It is just needed to modify the peripheral circuitry to implement CIM within STT-MRAM, which lets it process and store data simultaneously [21]. Some CIM paradigms at architecture level have been presented and assessed [6], [22], [23], [24]. There are two types of CIMs: one utilizes two or more reference cells to implement CIM, while the other one performs CIM operations depending on its complementary structure [5], [25], [26]. These paradigms introduced in above give us two ways to implement CIM within STT-MRAM. However, these efforts have been done at architecture level to implement CIM, there are few detailed implementations in circuit and few studies.
Fig. 1. Resistance distribution of two MTJs aligned in low resistance parallel state ($R_P//R_P$), antiparallel state ($R_P//R_P$) and high resistance parallel state ($R_{AP}//R_{AP}$). The MTJ model used comes from [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Bit pattern</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>(00)($R_P$, $R_P$)</td>
<td>(0)($R_P + R_T$)/($R_P + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(01)($R_P$, $R_{AP}$)</td>
<td>(1)($R_P + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10)($R_{AP}$, $R_P$)</td>
<td>(1)($R_P + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11)($R_{AP}$, $R_{AP}$)</td>
<td>(1)($R_{AP} + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>(00)($R_P$, $R_P$)</td>
<td>(0)($R_P + R_T$)/($R_P + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(01)($R_P$, $R_{AP}$)</td>
<td>(0)($R_P + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10)($R_{AP}$, $R_P$)</td>
<td>(0)($R_{AP} + R_T$)/($R_P + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11)($R_{AP}$, $R_{AP}$)</td>
<td>(1)($R_{AP} + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$)$&lt;$($R_L$,$R_H$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the scheme to implement DualRef in detailed, and then the functionality of the CIM implementation is validated. After that, the reliability and performance assessment for DualRef are included in Section III. At last, Section IV concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED DUALREF CIM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, the proposed DualRef CIM implementation is introduced, validated and assessed, which is realized by adding necessary peripheral circuit. DualRef can perform bitwise logic operation, which also can be used to store data at the same time. In the follows, we will show a four-by-four DualRef CIM array and a single DualRef CIM cell circuit, and then present how to execute basic bitwise logic operation in the CIM array.

A. Design of DualRef Scheme

The AND and OR bitwise logic operations can be executed in the DualRef CIM implementation, other bitwise logic operations, for example, XOR, XNOR, can also be implemented by adding essential assistant logic circuit after the sensing amplifiers. As the key storage element of STT-MRAM, MTJ device has two resistance states: low resistance state $R_P$ and high resistance state $R_{AP}$. The two resistance states can be switched to each other by applying bi-directional currents to BL (Bit Line) and SL (Source Line). $R_P$ usually encodes logic “0”, and $R_{AP}$ represents logic “1”. There are three resistance states of two MTJs connected in parallel. To distinguish these three resistance states, two different reference resistors Ref1 and Ref2 are required, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the normal STT-MRAM cell has the 1T1MTJ (a MTJ and a transistor connected in series) structure. In order to be consistent with the two bit cells in parallel, the two reference cells are designed with the same structure as the bit cells. Assumed that the resistance of the transistor connected to the MTJ in the bit cells is $R_T$. Therefore, the resistance of the low reference cell $R_{L_{Ref}}$ should be between ($R_P + R_T$)/($R_P + R_T$) and ($R_P + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$), while the resistance of the high reference cell $R_{H_{Ref}}$ locates in the middle of ($R_P + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$) and ($R_{AP} + R_T$)/($R_{AP} + R_T$). OR bitwise logic operations are performed by comparing the resistance of the two paralleled bit cells with that of specified reference cell, the results is “0” or “1” when less or more than $R_{L_{Ref}}$; while AND bitwise logic operation results can be obtained after checking the resistance of the two paralleled bit cells with $R_{H_{Ref}}$, which will be “0” or “1” when less or more than $R_{L_{Ref}}$. The truth table reveals the details from Table I.

With these knowledge, the DualRef CIM scheme is presented in Fig. 2. The figure shows a case of four-by-four array, which is adapted from a normal STT-MRAM array by adding a PCSA (PreCharge Sensing Amplifier), a reference cell for every row. With different configurations, it can be a DualRef array for CIM or a normal STT-MRAM array, and also can be switched to each other freely. In this scheme, the two PCSAs work together to distinguish one resistance state.
from others [32]. The final OR bitwise logic operation result can be obtained from the Q1, and AND bitwise logic operation result from the Q2 in this scheme.

The DualRef CIM cell is shown in Fig. 3. The schematic has a symmetrical structure, which consists of two PCSAs, two bit cells and two reference cells. Resistor $R_{LRef}$ and $R_{HRef}$ connected in parallel and two transistors comprise the low reference cell, while the high reference cell is made of resistor $R_{LRef}$, $R_{HRef}$ and two transistors. Two inverters (MP1 and MN0, MP2 and MN1) connected to each other form the PCSA in the left side, and inverters (MP5 and MN2, MP6 and MN3) comprise the right side PCSA. NMOS $N_{S0}$, $N_{S1}$, $N_{S2}$ and $N_{S3}$ work to switch in three states: write operation, read operation and bitwise logic operation.

B. Working Principle of DualRef Scheme

We take the OR bitwise logic operation with bit pattern (00) as an example to show how to perform bitwise logic operation by the DualRef CIM scheme. As shown in Fig. 3, MTJ00 and MTJ01 are assumed in low resistance state (logic “0”). The procedure of execution is as follows: $V_{Pre0}$, $V_{Pre1}$, $V_{Sel0}$, $V_{Sel1}$, $V_{En0}$ and $V_{En1}$ are first set to “0”, and the drain terminal of NMOS MN0 and MN1 are charged to $V_{dd}$. When WL1 and WL2 are enabled, $V_{Pre0}$, $V_{En0}$ and $V_{Sel0}$ switch from “0” to “1”, the precharged voltage starts to discharge. The discharge speeds are different due to the different resistances of the reference and bit cells. Therefore, the voltage in the low resistance branch will decline faster [33]. In the example, the resistance of the two bit cells in parallel is less than $R_{LRef}$, so the voltage in the bit cell branch will decline faster. The two inverters (MP1 and MN0, MP2 and MN1) reach a stable state ($Q1 = 0$, $Q1_{Bar} = 1$) when the voltage of the NMOS MN1 drain terminal is lower than the threshold voltage of the inverter (MP1 and MN0). Finally, the result of OR bitwise logic operation can be got form Q1.

Some CIM schemes are conceptual and not presented in detailed circuit. It is difficult to know their feasibility, even less the reliability and performance. Different from these schemes, The DualRef CIM scheme we proposed in this paper are implemented by slightly modifying the sensing amplifier and the peripheral circuit, can be run in SPICE simulator. In the following, the functionality of the DualRef CIM scheme will be checked, and then its reliability and performance will be evaluated by groups of simulations.

C. Functionality Verification

For the purpose of verifying the functionality of the DualRef CIM scheme within STT-MRAM, a hybrid MTJ/CMOS transient simulation is carried out with a 45 nm PTM CMOS model and a 40 nm compact perpendicular magnetic anisotropy MTJ model [34], [35], [36], [37]. The supply voltage is fixed in $V_{dd} = 1.1 V$, and the TMR equals to $TMR = 300\%$, other related parameters are their default values in the MTJ model[38]. We use a larger CMOS transistors channel width in the sensing circuit to enlarge the sensing margin, and use its minimum channel width in the write circuit and logic circuit to eliminate influence of the parasitic capacitor as possible.

Fig. 4 shows the transient simulation waveform of the DualRef CIM scheme, OR and AND bitwise logic operations are performed one after another. The initial state of (MTJ00, MTJ01) is (1, 1), the state of MTJ00 switches from “1” to “0” by applying currents when Write and WL1 are enabled, while MTJ01 switches to “0” after WL2 is enabled. After writing data into the two MTJs, OR bitwise logic operation is carried out when $V_{Pre0}V_{Sel0}V_{En0}$ and $Read$ are set to “1”. AND bitwise operation are performed by enabling $V_{Pre1}V_{Sel1}V_{En1}$. Because the resistance of the two bit cells is less than that of $R_{LRef}$ and $R_{HRef}$, the two PCSAs in both left and right side output “0”. Afterwards, the computing results can be obtained in Q1 and Q2 for OR and AND bitwise logic operation respectively. The results are consistent with the truth table shown in Table I.
With this validated CIM scheme, a series of simulations are carried out in the following section to assess the reliability from the aspects of its operation error rate and sensing margin, and performance in terms of operation delay and dynamic energy consumption with respect to TMR and supply voltage.

III. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

Besides the feasibility, the reliability and performance are also important for the DualRef CIM implementation when it suffers from PVT (Process, Voltage, Temperature) variations. In this section, we carried out six groups of simulations to assess the CIM scheme. Operation error rate and sensing margin are used to indicate the reliability, while the performance is evaluated by calculating the operation delay and dynamic energy consumption. The value at every point in the operational error rate are the arithmetic mean of many times Monte Carlo simulations.

A. Operation Error Rate

Operation error rate is used to indicate the reliability of the DualRef CIM scheme directly. There are four bit patterns: (00), (01), (10) and (11) in OR or AND bitwise logic operation. The operation error rate are the arithmetic mean at each bit pattern. We measured the operation error rate in different process variations of CMOS transistor and different temperatures. The temperature is fixed at 300K, and the TMR is set to 300% when obtaining operation error rate with the process variation by varying from 0% to 20%; while evaluating the operation error rate with respect to the temperature, the process variation is set to 5%, and the TMR is fixed at 300%. The measured results are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively. As can be seen from the two figures, operation error rate keep very low at small process variations, and it is the same in low temperatures. However operation error rate raises up rapidly after 6% process variation and 330K. With large process variations or higher temperatures, both the resistance of the bit cell and the reference cell changed, the driving currents of transistors decreased. All of this resulted in the reduction of the sensing margin, which can be explain more and more operation errors occur.

B. Sensing Margin

As known from the introduction in Section II, the computing of these bitwise logic operations are executed in sensing amplifiers. The sensing margin indicates how many variations the DualRef CIM scheme can tolerate to ensure computing without errors. Therefore, sensing margin of OR and AND bitwise logic operations are the important indicator of the reliability, which is defined as the current difference of the two discharge branches in the sensing amplifiers. The sensing margin are calculated without considering the process variation of transistor. The resistance difference between the low and high resistance state of MTJ device varies as TMR. Therefore, the sensing margin were checked by increasing TMR from 100% to 300%. The calculated sensing margin are shown in Fig. 7. Every data is the average value of the sensing margin at the four bit patterns: (00), (01), (10) and (11). As can be seen from this figure, the smallest sensing margin is more than 15μA, and the biggest one is about 35μA. Both the sensing margin of OR and AND bitwise logic operation
arise linearly by increasing TMR. However, the increasing speed and sensing margin of AND bitwise logic operation are more than that of OR bitwise logic operation. With increasing of TMR, only the resistance of MTJs in anti-parallel state increase. So the resistance of the two bit cells in parallel at bit pattern (00) keeps constant with the increased TMR, and increases at bit pattern (01) and (10), and increases faster at bit pattern (11). According to truth Table I, the low reference cell was used to distinguish bit pattern (00) from others, but the resistance of which does not increase as fast as TMR. Therefore, the above explained why the sensing margin of OR bitwise logic operation and its increasing speed are less than that of AND bitwise logic operation.

C. Operation Delay

The operation delay represents the time consumed by one bitwise logic operation. The delay of OR and AND bitwise logic operations for the DualRef CIM scheme are measured from the rising edge of enable signal to the time when output results reach stable state. The operation delay are calculated with respect to the supply voltage $V_{dd}$, by varying from 0.9V to 1.2V. The results are shown in Fig. 8 and 9. It can be seen in the two figures that both the delay of OR and AND bitwise logic operations decline with increasing supply voltage $V_{dd}$. Delay time is dominated by the charge and discharge time of capacitor in circuit. Larger supply voltage can reduce the time. The average delay of AND bitwise logic operation decrease from 295ps to 180ps when supply voltage increases, and are more than that of OR bitwise logic operation. That is because the higher resistance reference cell is used, and the current discharge of it when sensing is slower than with the low resistance reference cell. The difference delay within different bit patterns are caused by both the effect of current discharge speed and parasitic capacitors.

D. Dynamic Energy Consumption

The operation dynamic energy consumption of the DualRef CIM scheme is calculated by integrating the product of voltage and current of the two discharge branches in the sensing amplifiers with respect to its operation delay, and shown in Fig. 10. These data are obtained by fixing the temperature at 300K and without process variation. As shown in this figure, single bitwise logic operation consumes several femto Joules, and which increases with the supply voltage $V_{dd}$, but slowly declines with the TMR. Increasing $V_{dd}$ shortens the operation time, but it will linearly raise up the current. Therefore, the energy consumption surely goes up with larger $V_{dd}$. The resistance of discharge branches decline as the TMR, which results in the reduction of discharge current, so the dynamic energy consumed by single bitwise logic operation decrease with TMR. It is found that more energy are consumed in AND bitwise logic operation with same TMR and $V_{dd}$ by comparing Fig. 10 (a) and (b), which is caused by its bigger operation delay as shown in Fig. 8 and 9.

In summary, the reliability and performance of the DualRef CIM scheme were quantitatively analyzed. We found that, the reliability of DualRef can be enhanced by enlarging the TMR as possible. However, as the indicator of its performance, operation delay and dynamic energy consumption are irrec-
oncillable. Increasing voltage supply can reduce the operation delay, but result in more energy consumption. These results provide how robust is the DualRef CIM implementation under PVT variances.

IV. CONCLUSION

A CIM implementation DualRef is proposed here within STT-MRAM. DualRef can be used to perform OR and AND bitwise logic operation, other bitwise logic operation can also be supported by adding peripheral circuit. The functionality, reliability and performance of the CIM implementation are evaluated at 45nm technology node. Simulations reveal that DualRef can work correctly when the temperature is less than 330K and process variation of the CMOS transistor does not surpass 6%. Improving TMR of MTJ device can enhance the reliability of this CIM scheme. This work provides a robust circuit scheme to implement CIM at circuit level and explores the design space, but efforts on system, instruction set and software interface are also expected.
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